
IMAGE SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 

Below are some guidelines are for submitting images for our monthly photoshares,* images for the 

member galleries on the website, or just general use on the web. 

Image submission to the club's photoshares. 

These are the recommended suggestions. 

1.  Folders can be named: !BPC month Person's Name. The exclamation point will allow the folder 

to be top level and easier for the loader to find it.  

2. Images can be resized to: Landscape view to 1400 pixels OR if in Portrait view to 1050 pixels. If 

you don't resize, that is fine. We want to see your images.  

3. The ppi, which is the print resolution, can be ignored.  

4. If you wish to establish an order in which to show your pictures, then rename them with a two 

digit number at the beginning.  

5. Jpeg or tiffs are fine.  

6. Generally, up to six images are submitted. If you go on a club-sponsored field trip, please show 

us some of those also.  

 

Note: Image submission to the website members' gallery or to the various focus groups will have 

different parameters. Also, if showing panoramas please resample to a reasonable size. Images will 

be deleted from the club's computer after being shown. If you have any questions, please contact 

the tech team or consult with the information group that gathers at the club's monthly meeting. 

 

Annual Focus Groups Presentation. 

December 2012 and January 2013 Regular Club Meetings. This year each focus group will be responsible 

for creating its own presentation. Each member of a focus group may submit five images for that group's 

presentation. Images should be given on a disk to the focus group leader at a meeting in late October or 

early November. The images should be labeled as follows: Last name_First name_Focusgroupname-

01.jpg. They should be sized as for a photoshare: in sRGB, appx 4x6, appx 300 dpi. 

The Focus Groups Presentation will later be placed on the club's website--this is in lieu of the DVD that 

has been created in past years. Each focus group member may have all five of their images in this 

website version. However, if there are any of the five images that you do not want placed on the web, 

these should be marked with an X after the number in the label (e.g., Last name_First 

name_Focusgroupname-01X.jpg). Members are not required to submit any images for the website if 

they prefer not to. 

The focus groups presenting at the December meeting will be Creative Techniques, Panorama, Point-

and-Shoot, and Portrait. The focus groups presenting at the January meeting will be L.A.W.N., Macro, 

Off-Camera Flash, Sports, anIMAGE SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 

 

Below are some guidelines are for submitting images for our monthly photoshares,* images for the 

member galleries on the website, or just general use on the web. 



View a printable PDF version of the document below >> 

 

Formatting your files. 

 

Number of images depends upon usage. For the website galleries submit between 10-25 images. For 

photoshares* 1-6. 

Convert image to sRGB. 

Make sure if your image is: 

> Landscape orientation -  the longest dimension for the image is 1400 pixels. 

  OR 

> Portrait orientation -  the longest dimension for the image is 1050 pixels.  

The ppi, which is the print resolution, can be ignored.  

Folders can be named: !BPC monter Person's Name. The exclaimation point will allow the folder to be 

top level and easier for the loader to find it. Example: !BPC_March_doe_john 

Save files as a jpg file format. 

If you wish for your images to be viewed in a specific order, please rename your images with a two digit 

number. ie: 01, 02,03 ... 

For website galleries, do not include any overlaid text, or a "fake" frame, or border in the photograph, or 

other element that is not part of the image, such as a copyright notice. A copyright notice and your 

email address will be added in your gallery. 

*When submitting images for a photoshare, make sure you use the naming format listed above, and 

place your images in a separate folder/directory with your last name first, and your first name last, 

separated by an underscore "_". You can add a descriptive word and/or date to the folder name if you 

wish. Example: doe_john_may2010photoshare. 

 

Annual Focus Groups Presentation. 

 

December 2012 and January 2013 Regular Club Meetings. This year each focus group will be responsible 

for creating its own presentation. Each member of a focus group may submit five images for that group's 

presentation. Images should be given on a disk to the focus group leader at a meeting in late October or 

early November. The images should be labeled as follows: Last name_First name_Focusgroupname-

01.jpg. They should be sized as for a photoshare: in sRGB, appx 4x6, appx 300 dpi. 

 



The Focus Groups Presentation will later be placed on the club's website--this is in lieu of the DVD that 

has been created in past years. Each focus group member may have all five of their images in this 

website version. However, if there are any of the five images that you do not want placed on the web, 

these should be marked with an X after the number in the label (e.g., Last name_First 

name_Focusgroupname-01X.jpg). Members are not required to submit any images for the website if 

they prefer not to. 

 

The focus groups presenting at the December meeting will be Creative Techniques, Panorama, Point-

and-Shoot, and Portrait. The focus groups presenting at the January meeting will be L.A.W.N., Macro, 

Off-Camera Flash, Sports, and Street.d Street. 

 


